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Abstract: We present an implementation of part of a process for automatically decomposing a legacy software system into a loosely coupled components. The Relationship Modelling Framework (RMF) coupled with the appropriate components can generate and maintain a semantic model of a software system that shows at various levels of abstraction the elements that make up a software system such as source code entities, database tables, and the relationships between these elements. We introduce graph slicing, derived from program slicing, that can assist architects by identifying dependencies of selected elements. IBM provided independent preliminary validation of the model generation process' performance and the accuracy of the graph slicing by applying the results to one of their real-world software suites.

1 INTRODUCTION

Software systems evolve over time (Lehman, 1996). Systems grow and often become more complex in response to changing needs and expectations motivate the growth. The increases in complexity motivate refactoring and reengineering to simplify the system and facilitate future change.

The structure of a software system "...comprise[s] software elements, the externally visible properties of those elements, and the relationships among them." (Bass et al., 2003). The structure of a software system is not always obvious to the engineers of the system, yet knowing this structure can be invaluable when reengineering. Aspects of a system’s structure can be spread across multiple documents or be visible in some documents, like high level design documents, and not in others, such as source or object code. Often, aspects of the structure of a software system are only visible when several different kinds of document are considered together. For example, source code documents, library files, and a database catalog may all be required to understand how a software system interacts with a database repository. Implicit structure is more difficult to understand and maintain.

In this paper, we hypothesize that a semantic model of a software system comprised of many different kinds of documents can be extracted from an existing system and that such a model can be automatically processed to provide insight into the structure of the modelled system for the purpose of software decomposition. We introduce the idea of graph slicing, an analogue of program slicing on more general semantic graphs, to allow for ‘slicing’ of entire software systems. Slicing the entire system provides insight into extracting and isolating services that already exist in such a system, whether for refactoring or for redeployment in a Service Oriented Architecture (Object Management Group, 2006). We develop the Relationship Modelling Framework (RMF) to assist users in generating and maintaining semantic models of software systems based on the documents that describe the system.

Our preliminary validation provides evidence that a semantic model can provide insight into the structure of existing systems. We use a prototype of RMF and graph slicing to generate a semantic model of a large legacy software system based on the J2EE specification and to extract a complete dependency tree for a chosen component of the software system.
The contributions of this work are the Relationship Modelling Framework, the graph slicing concept, and the application of these to the identification of software system components for the purposes of software decomposition.

We describe the relevant background literature in Section 2 and the software decomposition process used in our solution in Section 3. The core results on graph slicing and the RMF architecture appear in Section 4 followed by our validation in Section 5 and the results of the validation in Section 6. We summarize the paper and provide future directions in Section 7.

2 BACKGROUND

This section describes other tools and techniques that exist for supporting the reengineering of software systems. We also describe semantic modelling as the base structure of our software system.

2.1 Software Reengineering

Software reverse engineering is the process of deriving elements of a software system’s design through analysis of its structure and behaviour. Software reengineering is a process of iteratively reverse engineering and forward engineering through which the structure and behaviour of an existing software system is modified. One specific type of software reengineering is software decomposition.

2.1.1 Software Decomposition

Software decomposition is an important element of software reengineering (Lung et al., 2005a; Lung et al., 2005b; Marciniak, 1994). Schmitt defines it as “The process of breaking the description of a system down into small components…” (Schmitt, 2007). The goal of software decomposition is to produce components that maximize intra-component cohesion and minimize inter-component coupling.

A first step in software decomposition is in understanding the existing program structure. For example, Mitchell and Mancoridis (Mitchell and Mancoridis, 2002) provide tools to extract abstractions from source code. Marin et al. (Cécatto et al., 2006) provide techniques for aspect and concern mining to identify cross-cutting items in a source base. These techniques can be used within the extraction layer of our RMF architecture (Section 4.1) to provide new relations between code artifacts.

One of the primary challenges when decomposing an existing software system is determining the boundaries for the decomposition that achieve the best cohesion and coupling characteristics. A number of techniques (Bauer and Trifu, 2004; Lung et al., 2005a; Weiser, 1981) have been described to help in decomposition. In our research, we deal with one particular technique called program slicing.

Program slicing, introduced by Weiser (Weiser, 1981), is a technique that produces a minimal subset of a program that implements a selected portion of that program’s behaviour, called a program slice. Program slices are often derived by starting from a selection of variables, program statements, and other functional components of a program and tracing their areas of effect. The most common slices retain the portion of the code that affects the value of a set of variables, or the outcome of the execution of a set of program statements. In procedural languages, such slices can be computed using the control- and data-flow dependency information about the program.

Variations on program slicing have been described for more granular program structures such as code modules (Beck and Eichmann, 1993), and in an interactive editor-supported fashion (Ning et al., 1993). Program slicing has been applied to software development problems that include testing, reuse, knowledge discovery, maintenance and evaluation.

2.1.2 Reengineering Tools

Several tools and techniques exist to help in the software reengineering process. Unravel (Lyle and Wallace, 2007) is a prototypical program slicing project, designed to implement program slicing on the ANSI C programming language.

Rigi (Müller et al., 1992) uses a graph-based representation of the code components of a software system to facilitate “semi-automatic” reverse engineering of the system. It automatically builds a low-level model of the system code, then allows the system analyst to construct logical views over the low-level model, creating a semantic model of the system at a somewhat higher level of abstraction. Rigi focuses on modelling system structure evident from the source and/or compiled code objects of the system, producing abstractions as an interactive process.

CodeSurfer (G. Balakrishnan and R. Gruian and T. Reps and T. Teitelbaum, 2005) is a software system that enables the browsing of system source code at a low level. It “…understands pointers, indirect function calls, and whole-program effects.” (GrammaTech, Inc., 2007) CodeSurfer implements many fundamental analyses of source code, including call graphs and control- and data-flow analyses. An integrated visualization tool presents several pre-defined views of the system model.
The Software Bookshelf modelling system by Finnigan et al. (Finnigan et al., 1997) acts as a central repository for documentation for a legacy system. It specifies four levels of abstraction for documentation artifacts and groups the artifacts according to source types. While the Software Bookshelf provides similar functionality to the RMF architecture of this paper, the Software Bookshelf has an emphasis on access to a human patron while our RMF work aims more at access for machine processing.

Egyed and Medvidovic (Egyed and Medvidovic, 2000) augment general-purpose modelling techniques such as UML with special-purpose modelling techniques that model and analyse specific interactions. Their research focuses on maintaining consistency and enabling conversion between models to retain the advantages of each model.

2.2 Semantic Modelling

A semantic model (Salter, 2001) abstractly represents the structure or behaviour of a system. It is a general model that can represent a variety of concepts and the relationships between those concepts concurrently or independently. One important capability of a semantic model is the representation of meta-information along with the information it describes. The meta-information allows users of the model to reason about the information, deriving new information from it. Meta-information becomes especially useful when tracing the lineage of semantic model components that are automatically created.

One place where semantic models are used extensively is in the Semantic Web. The Semantic Web is an extension of the World Wide Web that exposes web content in machine-readable form, in addition to natural language form. The Semantic Web is the notion of a world-wide hyper-linked network in which the data are individual concepts and the hyperlinks represent the relationships between those concepts. This is in contrast to the ‘legacy’ or existing World Wide Web in which the data are documents and the hyperlinks represent functional associations between those documents.

The Resource Description Framework (RDF) (Group, 2007) is a language, specified by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), for representing a semantic model as a directed, vertex- and edge-labelled multigraph. This representation enables the application of many existing graph algorithms and techniques to the semantic model. We use this conceptually simple model to represent our semantic graphs, although other representations can be equally effective.

1. Identify a set of desired services, called the primary services of the target system.
2. Create a model of the system’s elements and the inter-dependencies between those elements.
3. For each primary service:
   (a) Identify the system elements required to enable the functionality of that service.
   (b) Compute the ‘support set’ of the system elements: all system elements on which the identified system elements directly or transitively depend.
4. Intersect the support sets for each primary service to identify shared functionality between primary services.
5. Partition the model to maximize intra-service cohesion, and minimize inter-service coupling. This may involve the creation of secondary services that support the primary services.
6. Implement the identified services using the code identified in the legacy system.

Figure 1: Process for result-driven decomposition of a legacy system. User intervention is required in all steps. RMF and graph slicing provide automated assistance in steps 2 and 3.

3 SOFTWARE DECOMPOSITION PROCESS

We aim to develop automated techniques to help in, and ultimately perform, a portion of the software decomposition process. In this section, we outline the broader context in which the software decomposition will occur and identify the steps where RMF and graph slicing can help in the process.

We refer to the software system being decomposed as the ‘legacy system’, and the system produced through decomposition as the ‘target system’.

IBM, our industry partner, is interested in decomposing large and complex systems into loosely coupled structures for system reengineering. IBM personnel regularly participated in this research to provide insight into the nature of the problem. IBM also provided arms-length validation of the technology developed in this research on some of their production software to ensure that our approach is practical.

Our first step is to identify a general process for decomposing a legacy software system into a set of services that we would want to isolate, such as in a SOA system. This result-driven process is described in Figure 1. This process is suitable in cases where a set of desired services is already known or is defined by the requirements of the system.

All the steps in this process require user inter-
We assume that the identification of the set of desired services of step 1 is completed by the analysts of the legacy system, using other methods. In step 2, an individual will use our RMF, defined in Section 4.1, to create a model of the software system. In step 3, the individual can use graph slicing, defined in Section 4.2, to help identify the elements of the legacy system that expose the functionality desired by each service. The individual would then also perform a dependency analysis on those elements to identify the portion of the legacy system that implements the functionality, called the ‘support set’ of that functionality.

We do not directly address the problems of intersecting support sets or partitioning the system model of steps 4 and 5. For intersecting support sets, an all-pairs intersection approach could be used in small legacy systems, or one can use a marking scheme in the semantic graph is the semantic graph and the transitive closure aspect of graph slicing is used to identify the support set. Partitioning the system model and performing the actual reengineering automatically lie outside the scope of this paper.

4 RELATIONSHIP MODELLING

Creating a model of a legacy system and using that model to decompose the system requires a representation for the model, a means to construct the model, and a means to explore the model.

We use a semantic graph as our representation for the model. A semantic graph is any directed multigraph that represents elements of a software system, and relationships between those elements. The nodes of the graph can represent concrete or abstract elements of the system. The types of the elements can be heterogeneous as long as relationships between nodes, the graph edges, are well-defined. Each edge is also provided a label to indicate the type of relationship that generated the edge.

For convenience, we encode the semantic graphs in the RDF language.

By using a graph to represent information about a software system, there is the possibility that we are limiting the types of queries that we can perform for system decomposition. However, the graph representation and the flexibility in the relationships that define edges currently allow for dependency analyses and have nonetheless provided insight into legacy systems.

We elaborate on the Relationship Modelling Framework (RMF) to create the semantic graph and on graph slicing to explore the model in the graph in the next subsections.

4.1 The Relationship Modelling Framework (RMF)

RMF is a semantic graph generation, maintenance, and querying framework. Analysts interact with RMF to guide the creation and querying of the semantic graph. Within the framework, an analyst directs RMF to sources of electronic documents of a legacy system and directs RMF to mine specific relations and concrete and abstract entities from the data sources for inclusion into a common semantic graph. Through separate construction steps, the analyst can create a semantic graph that encodes a diverse collection of relations across a heterogeneous set of source data such as source code, object code, configuration files, and scripts. The analyst can then manipulate and query the semantic graph to identify elements to decompose. The key attribute of RMF is its flexibility in creating and managing the semantic graph.

RMF consists of three layers, the extraction, generation and query layers. The extraction layer parses and processes documents describing the legacy software system to extract information about the system. At a coarse level, the extraction layer contains an extensible set of strategies for data extraction, where each strategy is characterized by the type of input that it can process and the type of data and meta-information that it can extract from that source. For example, one strategy could extract data on parent classes to determine inheritance from a set of Java class files, a second strategy could extract method call graphs from C code, and a third strategy could extract key strings in Enterprise Java Beans (EJBs) that the generation layer can then link to the databases tables with which the EJBs interact from both the EJB source code and XML configuration files for the EJBs. Each of the strategies for RMF is implemented in a conventional programming language and is dynamically linked and unlinked with an RMF implementation.

The generation layer uses the information from the extraction layer to construct or update the semantic graph. The layer specifies the representation of the semantic graph, manages the addition and possibly removal or contraction of vertices and relations in the graph, and provides persistence of both the semantic graph, of meta-information, and of system properties across different invocations of the RMF framework. The layer constructs relations between graph entities.
Figure 2: RMF architectural diagram.

based on the data and meta-information from the extraction layer.

The query layer provides an interface to the user and performs post-processing on the semantic graph. The query layer provides a command interface through which the user can invoke modules, which are sequences of strategies and operations on the semantic graph from the generation layer. Some modules directly or indirectly trigger the extraction of new elements and relations from data sources while other modules can execute graph algorithms on the semantic graph such as graph reachability, edge or vertex contraction, or cut-edge or cut-vertex detection. One such query is the graph slicing operation described in section 4.2. As with strategies from the extraction layer, modules are implemented in a conventional programming language and are dynamically linked and unlinked with an RMF implementation.

RMF remains interactive with the analyst at present to help select the most appropriate relations for extraction into the semantic graph from the diverse electronic documents. Automatically including all relations could overwhelm the analyst with excessive relations in the semantic graph that do not relate to the sought-after abstraction.

The architecture of RMF is shown at a high level of abstraction in Figure 2. The diagram shows four management objects: the graph manager, property manager, command manager and strategy manager. The graph manager manages the semantic graph produced by the framework. The property manager manages persistent configuration information used by the framework and its component modules. The command and strategy managers control access to components in the generation and extraction layers, respectively. One more management object, the module manager, is not shown in this diagram. The module manager loads, unloads and manages dependencies for the modules that populate the extraction and generation layers.

4.2 Graph Slicing

A graph slice of a directed graph $G$, with respect to a set $S \subseteq V(G)$, is the subgraph of $G$ that is reachable from any of the starting vertices of $S$. The meaning of this reachability depends on the relations encoded in the edges of the graph. In a semantic graph where edges indicate an invocation of one function by another, a graph slice defines the call graph. In a different semantic graph where edges indicate class inheritance, a graph slice defines an inheritance tree.

One can view graph slicing as a generalization of program slicing as applied to a more abstract structure, namely the semantic graph.

Graph slicing can model other forms of slicing, including program slicing. For example, given a graph $G$ whose vertices represent statements and variables in a procedural program, and whose edges represent control- and data-flow dependencies, a graph slice of $G$ with respect to a vertex set $S$ is equivalent to a program slice isolating the statements and variables represented by the vertices in $S$ (based on the example program slice given in 2.1.1).

In general, if the vertices of a graph $G$ represent functional elements of a software system, and the edges represent functional dependencies between those elements, then a slice of $G$ with respect to a set of vertices $V$ represents a component of the software system that implements all of the functionality exposed by the vertices in $V$. The identified functional elements can then be extracted from the software system and used to implement that functionality independently from the rest of the system.

5 PROTOTYPE AND VALIDATION

To validate our work, we prototyped an RMF implementation to perform graph slicing on a semantic graph of a large production-quality system. This prototype differs in one chief way from the system described in Section 4.1: it does not implement persistence of the semantic graph. This limitation affects the execution time of the prototype to answer a query since it must first construct the semantic graph, but it does not restrict the results of the query.

The analysed software system was a large commercial suite based on Java’s J2EE system (Sun Microsystems, 2007), designed and developed by IBM. The company has requested that the software suite remain anonymous.

The software suite consists of approximately 5 million lines of code, written exclusively in the Java
programming language. It makes extensive use of non-Java-code resources such as XML configuration files, code generation tools, and SQL database scripts in the form of stored database procedures and text files, as well as embedded in Java strings.

The architecture of the J2EE suite at a high level of abstraction is shown in Figure 3. Table 1 gives several statistics about the system.

The EJB entity of the J2EE system is particularly noteworthy. The EJB encapsulates access to tables in a relational database. In IBM’s J2EE system, all connections between Java code objects and the database are made via EJB objects. Each EJB depends on a number of database tables (some of which can only be identified at run time).

The EJB constitutes a unit of abstract structure that is not visible in any one system document. Analytical tools that work specifically with one kind of document (for example, those that analyse source code) are not sufficiently equipped to model it, nor its dependencies, fully.

We developed a set of modules for the RMF prototype that generated semantic graph fragments from the J2EE suite’s compiled bytecode, XML configuration documents, and database scripts. The validation question for reengineering was to better modularize and rationalize the access to database tables throughout the legacy system. Consequently, the RMF prototype included strategies for extracting parent classes, for finding classes referenced by another class, and for extracting configuration information from EJB configuration files. It also included modules for identifying dependencies of EJBs on database tables as seen in SQL query fragment strings in the EJB source code and XML configuration files. The resulting semantic graph identified and enumerated, among others, instances of the entities and relationships described in Figure 3.

The RMF prototype and the modules we developed were given to engineers at IBM for the validation process. The engineers selected three ‘Command Interface’ elements from among those present in the J2EE suite, based on a combined complexity and diversity estimate. For each element they used the prototype and modules to produce a graph slice with respect to the ‘Command Interface’ element itself. Because of the prototype’s inability to persist the semantic model between query executions, we designed the query to generate only the portion of the semantic model that constituted the graph slice, rather than generate the semantic model for the entire J2EE suite and perform the graphic slice on it.

The performance of the graph generation process was recorded, and the resulting dependency graphs sampled both randomly and selectively. Each sample was compared to the results of a manual inspection of the relevant system documents to produce a measurement of the accuracy of the slice with respect to the implemented J2EE system.

### 6 RESULTS

The graph slices for the three selected ‘Command Interface’ elements of the J2EE suite were generated based on the J2EE software suite. For each slice, several nodes were chosen at random to be measured for accuracy; additionally, five EJBs from the J2EE suite were chosen based on a complexity estimate made by IBM engineers, and measured for each graph in which they appeared. These five EJBs were selected to test the extent of the RMF prototype to navigate through what was expected to be complex relations. Only five EJBs were chosen because of the amount of work required to analyse each one in the validation and because the J2EE suite engineers considered these five to be reasonably representative of the complete set of EJBs. Tables 2 and 3 summarize the results.

Table 2: Overall accuracy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total false positives</th>
<th>Total false negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11 (14.1%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 displays the overall accuracy of the analysis, separated into false positives (graph elements...
Table 3: Result summary.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total time to execute</th>
<th>Command Interface 1</th>
<th>Command Interface 2</th>
<th>Command Interface 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6,735.3s (≈112m)</td>
<td>392.3s (≈6.5m)</td>
<td>2,863.6s (48m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Command’ implementation identification</td>
<td>6,580.7s (97.5%)</td>
<td>334.1s (85.1%)</td>
<td>2,778.0s (97.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other graph generation tasks</td>
<td>154.7s (2.5%)</td>
<td>58.2 (14.9%)</td>
<td>85.5 (3.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random sample accuracy</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selective EJB accuracy</td>
<td>25/29 (86.2%)</td>
<td>23/26 (88.5%)</td>
<td>19/23 (82.6%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

inaccurately retained) and false negatives (graph elements inaccurately omitted). Table 3 displays the time taken to generate the semantic graph and the accuracy of the tested vertices for each of the three slices produced. The time taken is separated into two components in order to highlight that the majority of the time needed was spent recognizing one type of dependency—identifying implementations for a given ‘Command’ interface.

The graph generation process required almost 2 hours in the slowest trial, and almost 7 minutes in the fastest trial; in the two longer trials, approximately 97% of the time was spent finding implementations for ‘Command’ interfaces. The random sample offered perfect accuracy in all 3 trials. Over the five selected EJBs, 29 database table references were identified during the manual inspection. In the first trial, all five EJBs were used, but only 25 of the 29 database table references were identified. In the second trial, only four of the five EJBs were used, and only 23 of the 26 relevant database tables were linked. In the third trial, a different set of four EJBs were used, and only 19 of the 23 relevant tables were linked.

The performance of the graph generation process, requiring almost 2 hours in the worst case and almost 7 minutes in the best case, implies that optimizations and further insight will be needed to generate the graph for ‘online’ processing. This limitation is almost entirely caused by the cost of identifying implementations for a given interface, an operation that requires scanning the roughly 30,000 classes comprising the J2EE suite. The time can therefore be mitigated by implementing a more efficient algorithm for performing this analysis or by implementing the semantic graph persistence element of RMF.

The false negatives shown in Table 2 are particularly interesting. When testing the algorithm for identifying database tables on which an EJB depends, we encountered no errors of this type. After encountering these errors, we took the same EJBs that caused a problem for the graph slicing analysis, and executed the algorithm directly on those EJBs. When the database table dependency algorithm was executed on the EJBs directly, it gave 100% accuracy rate; the same EJBs still showed false negatives when analysed in the context of the graph slicing query, even though the same code was used in both cases. This suggests that the inaccuracies detected are a result of a coding error, rather than a limitation of the algorithm itself.

We identified one issue that may affect how representative the results are of software systems in general. IBM emphasizes architectural adherence. The J2EE system engineers may adhere more closely to architectural constraints and best practices than engineers of other systems. If this is the case, then the development of modelling components for an RMF implementation may be more difficult for other software systems than for the J2EE suite.

7 CONCLUSIONS

We studied the application of a semantic model to modelling a software system comprised of many different kinds of document and the user-guided processing of such a model to provide insight into the structure of the modelled system for the purpose of software decomposition. Our research represents a first step towards a larger goal: to determine the utility of such a system for supporting software reengineering, and software engineering in general.

The proposed Relationship Modelling Framework (RMF) architecture can generate a semantic model of a software system comprised of many different kinds of document. We also provide evidence that the graph slicing algorithm can be used to produce dependency graphs that approximate a functional subset of the underlying software system.

Possible future work includes optimizations to the RMF prototype, specifically in maintaining and updating the semantic graph across queries and in improving the accuracy of the EJB-to-database table dependency identification. A mechanism to automatically generate semantic graph elements in the RMF architecture, rather than being triggered from a query, would also be a valuable addition.

Further study of the goal-oriented decomposition process is needed beyond our preliminary validations, both to establish its usefulness and to place it among other reengineering procedures that could be undertaken to achieve similar results.
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We expect that further study of the utility of a semantic model for graph slicing will identify other areas where such a model would be valuable, such as checking or maintaining artifact consistency, visualization, software design, and software testing. During our validations, IBM engineers have already identified a number of additional use cases to investigate for the RMF architecture, such as documentation generation, customization support, defect location, and developer education.
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